
 
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

GRUPPO RELATECH 

Gruppo SIGLA signs an agreement with the University of Genoa to 

sponsor the CyberChallenge.it training program aimed at young 

talented experts in cutting-edge Cybersecurity technology 

 

Milan, 10th March 2022 

Relatech S.p.A., Digital Enabler Solution Knowledge (DESK) Company and innovative SME 

listed on the Euronext Growth Milan market (Ticker: RLT), announces that Gruppo SIGLA 

(Company of the Relatech Group) has signed an agreement with the University of Genoa to 

financially support the program training for young people CyberChallenge.it, recognized by 

the Ministry of Education as a project for the enhancement of Italian excellence. 

CyberChallenge.IT's goal for the 2022 edition is to further expand the involvement of Italian 

students and encourage them to fill leading roles as cybersecurity professionals, to protect 

and promote the country's development. 

CyberChallenge.IT is a training program for young people between 16 and 24 and is the main 

initiative in Italy aimed at identifying, attracting and enhancing the next generation of 

cybersecurity professionals in the country. The Italian Cyberdefender National Team 

representing Italy in international competitions is chosen by the Laboratorio Nazionale 

CyberSecurity, having received a mandate from the Cyber Security Nucleus of the Italian 

Republic. 

The program has been active since 2016 and the University of Genoa has been promoting a 

team based in Genoa since 2017. The latter is gathered around the ZenHack group which - 

thanks to its resourcefulness - involves high school and university students from different 

https://cyberchallenge.it/
https://cybersecnatlab.it/
https://cybersecnatlab.it/
https://zenhack.it/


 
 

 

provinces. Italian. Gruppo SIGLA, last February, decided to financially support the activities of 

the group of Genoese students involved in participating in the CyberChallenge.IT. 

The CyberChallenge is part of the numerous activities that the Relatech Group supports in 

favor of young talents in collaboration with its ecosystem of scientific partnerships with 

research centers and universities throughout the country. The Relatech Group shows constant 

interest in initiatives aimed at training and attracting talents, also through its Research and 

Development Hubs which perform the dual role of research incubators and aggregator poles 

for students preparing to transition from the world of education. to the world of work. 

For more information visit the page dedicated to the solution available at the link. 

This press release is online at www.relatech.com (Investor Relations/Press Release section).  

*** 

Relatech (ticker RLT ISINIT0005433740), Digital Enabler Solution Knowledge (D.E.S.K.) Company, listed on 
Euronext Growth Milan since June 2019, is present on the market with innovative solutions dedicated to the digital 
transformation of companies. Relatech is an innovative SME focused on customers looking for the most innovative 
solutions, becoming a strategic partner for digitization and ICT services. Relatech constantly invests in Open 
innovation with an extensive R&D activity carried out internally and numerous partnerships with the main Italian 
Universities and research centers. Thanks to its digital platform and cloud based RePlatform, it provides services 
and develops innovative digital solutions in frontier technologies of Digital Enabler, such as Cloud, Cybersecurity, 
Blockchain, Big Data, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things. 

Gruppo SIGLA, part of the Relatech Group since June 2021, is specialized in the ICT field and offers digital 
services and solutions in numerous market sectors such as industry 4.0, transport and logistics, electronics and 
chemicals, with a particular focus on industrial automation systems, data analysis and cybersecurity. The Company 
relies on a significant internal R&D activity that collaborates with university departments and research centers for 
the design and construction of highly innovative systems in the areas: Smart City, Health, Environment & Water, 

Green Economy and Automotive. 
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